
LAS101 Week 7 Study Questions	 Dr. K. Kuehn

Leopold, Aldo, “Wildlife in American Culture” in A Sand Count Almanac (Ballantine Books, New 
York).


Last week in LAS101, we began by discussing the overall structure of A Sand County Almanac.  
The book, you may recall, is divided into three parts, each having a different purpose and a 
different style.


In Part 1, Leopold presents his careful observations of nature throughout and entire year: from 
January to December.   Part 1 is primarily observational and non-judgmental:  it aims primarily 
at acquiring an understanding of nature through observation.  (Think:  the first act of the mind—
understanding.)


In Part II, Leopold clearly begins to make judgements on how man interacts with nature.  
(Think:  the second act of the mind—judging).  The selection we focused on last week was 
from the Chapter titled "Arizona and New Mexico”.  Here, he described how, in his youth, he 
eagerly shot  and killed a wolf mother.  He later regretted this act because it was short-sighted 
and immature.  He was acting without careful thought, impulsively: not thinking about the long-
term.  He was judging what he had done to be in error because he was not “thinking like a 
mountain”.


Now this week, I’d like to finish our discussion of "Arizona and New Mexico”.  In particular, I’d 
like to finish the part where a government bureaucrat comes in to rid the county of a 
“nuisance” bear.  What  judgements does Leopold form about this episode?  Do you agree with 
his judgements? After we discuss this, I’d like to make our way into Part III.  Part III is more 
broad.  Leopold is carefully and rationally developing his own “Land Ethic”.  (Think:  the third 
act of the mind—reasoning).  


Below are some study questions to guide your thinking about Leopold’s essay titled “Wildlife in 
American Culture”.   To prepare for our discussion, you should re-read this section.   You might 
also re-read the section just before, which is titled Natural History.  It offers some very 
interesting insights into the value (or lack of value!) of a university education. 


1. According to Leopold, there are the three kinds of cultural values that are associated with 
sports that renew our contact with “wild things”:  (i) stimulating awareness of history, (ii) 
reminding us of our dependency on plants and animals, and (iii) exercising ethical restraint.  
What does he mean by each of these?  And what is the value of a sport that has no “gallery 
of onlookers”? (p. 212)


2. Do you believe that the intangible values of “self-reliance”, “hardihood”, “woodcraft” and 
“marksmanship” are distinctively American values?  If not, then what are they?  


3. What are some examples of practices that destroy the cultural values and the “essentially 
personal” elements of hunting and fishing?    Describe a modern duck hunt.  What do you 
think: does the sporting-good dealer violate or support cultural values?  Which cultural 
values?  In what sense is that value of sports (such as hunting) a “contrast-value”?  (p. 216) 
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4. Do all sports have cultural values?  What cultural values are promoted by your favorite 
sports?  What practices erode these cultural values?


5. In his essay titled A Man’s Leisure Time, Leopold claims that  “all hobbies are a defiance of 
the contemporary”.  Do you believe that “every hobbyist is inherently a radical”  (p. 182)?


6. In what sense is wildlife research a sport or a hobby?  Describe the work of Margaret Nice 
(p. 220).  How does Leopold attack the structure of modern biological education?


7. At the end of this chapter on Wildlife in American Culture, what is Leopold’s conclusion (p. 
222)?  Now: consider the third act of the mind: reasoning:  How has this chapter taken the 
form of an extended syllogism?  Has Leopold made a convincing case?



